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WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS: LEGAL STATUS  
AND PROTECTION 

А. Талеронок 

“Today, it is more dangerous to be a woman on the war than a soldier.”
There have been more than 250 major wars since the end of World War II, 

resulting in over 23 million casualties. In wartime, civilians suffer the most. 
In today's wars, 90 percent of casualties are civilians, 75 percent of whom are 
women and children; a century ago, 90 percent of war casualties were male 
soldiers. From country to country war looks the same. In wartime, civilians 
suffer the most. Families are separated. Homes are destroyed. Food and water 
is scarce. Schools close. People are wounded or killed. Lives are shattered. 
Women have been trying to keep families together. Armed conflict displaces 
people from their homes and livelihoods. Women often have to cope with the 
loss of close relatives and find a new way to support themselves and their 
families. 

The impact of armed conflict on women takes many forms, some are more 
apparent than others. One of the most torturous consequences of armed conflict for 
many women is the issue of missing persons. Thousands of women are searching 
for news on the fate of their relatives – generally male – who are missing. The 
inability to mourn and bury loved ones has an enormous impact on the survivors of 
war. This search for missing relatives often drags on long after the end of an 
armed conflict and can be a lasting impediment to the process of reconciliation.  

The Law of Armed Conflict / International Humanitarian Law protects women 
who are taken prisoner, interned or detained. The relevant provisions are laid 
down in the four Geneva Conventions for the Protection of War Victims of 12 
August 1949 and their two 1977 Additional Protocols and concern the treat-
ment of persons deprived of their freedom, including the specific conditions of 
detention and treatment of women. In other situations of violence not covered 
by the 1949 Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols, other interna-
tional standards supplement domestic legislation on the treatment of detainees. 

The Amnesty International and its Stop Violence Against Women 
Campaign pointed out the three most important issues of today. They are as 
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follows: lack of women’s security in situations where the rule of law has 
collapsed; abuse of women by armed groups; abuse of women by security or 
state personnel. According to the materials of The United Nations Fourth 
World Conference on Women ‘one out of every three women has been 
beaten, coerced into sex, or otherwise abused’. Some international legal 
instruments provide protection of women in armed conflict. They are as 
follows: 

Article 27 of the 1949 Geneva Conventions, in response to the aggressive 
reprisal upon women during World War II, states, "Women shall be especially 
protected against any attack on their honor, in particular against rape, 
enforced prostitution, or any form of indecent assault. 

Protocol I to the 1949 Geneva Conventions, addressing civilian and/or 
military authorities who involve themselves in cases of international armed 
conflicts, as well as colonial domination and racist regimes, states women 
"shall be protected in particular against rape, forced prostitution, and any 
other form of indecent assault." 

Many acts of sexual violence – including rape, gang rape, abduction and 
sexual slavery, forced marriage, forced pregnancy, forced maternity, and 
sexual mutilation – constitute torture under Customary International Law. 
These acts are considered war crimes and constitute grave breaches of the 
Geneva Convention. 

If the goal is to destroy the social fabric of society, the rape of girls and 
women is seen as a particularly effective weapon. The UN recognizes four 
different types of war rape: 

• genocidal rape where specific ethnic groups are targeted; 
• opportunistic rape that occurs when the rule of law breaks down during 

war time; 
• political rape that is used to punish certain groups; 
• forced concubinage in which girls and women are forced into sex 

slavery in militias and armies. 
To conclude in modern armed conflicts women: 
• experience armed conflicts in a multitude of ways; 
• suffer in war today not because of an absence of law, but because of the 

lack of implementation of, and/or respect for, existing laws; 
• and it is also very important to involve women in the assessment of the 

situation of armed conflicts. 
As in the waging of today’s war, parties to armed conflict are more and 

more often not distinguishing between combatants and civilians, so 
governments of all states should take under consideration that it is necessary 
to have clear obligations under Human Rights Law to protect civilians from 
abuse by either their own forces or by members of armed groups. 
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International Humanitarian Law, The Law of Human Rights and Refugee 
Law afford protection according to the needs of women in situations of armed 
conflicts. 


